
DEA FORTUNA
OMNI-CHANNEL PLATFORM FOR LUXURY LIFESTYLE



Phase I of the Dea Fortuna Omni-Channel Platform begins with an
incredible online shopping service that will grow, layer by layer, to create
a curated and bespoke eCommerce experience, unlike any that
currently exists. 
 
In Phase II, the FortunaPLATFORM offers not only the exclusive shopping
service of Phase I, but a wide range of services including AR/VR live
conferences, entertainment and performances, educational content,
virtual tours of the most prestigious locations in the world, and more. It
becomes the ultimate luxury experience leveraged by AR, VR, and IoT
technologies.
 
Dea Fortuna will provide the utmost in the luxury lifestyle online reality by
serving members with the experiences and purchases of a lifetime.
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Kevin Sung, Founder & CEO
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Kevin has been involved in private equity
industry from a young age through his
family. He became a successful
international luxury fine wine and spirits
broker while in Singapore. After coming to
Canada, he has been instrumental in
bringing Clase Azul to luxury events (ie.
Stefano Ricci launch, Smoke on the Water,
Vancouver Asian Film Festival VIP
screening). These efforts brought him a
wealth of luxury industry connections. His
current focus is on Dea Fortuna, a luxury
eCommerce omni-channel platform.

CEO - Kevin Sung
Karim is an award-winning global sales leader
and technology entrepreneur. He provides
strategic advisory services to several high-
profile projects focused on luxury goods, IoT,
Blockchain, and AI. Through his family
connections to the luxury service industry
(Kempinski Hotels) he gained valuable insight
into the lifestyle of UHNW individuals.   
 

CTO - Karim Kanji

Team
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Fine Art Advisor - Nick Koss
From a young age, Nick trained in Europe in the
fine art of sculpture. His family lineage includes
master jewelers to the Imperial Russian Court. 
After apprenticing with world-renowned artisans,
he began designing collections for luxury brands
and formed close ties to international auction
houses, Sotheby's and Phillips. In 2015, he started
Volund, creating an int'l luxury jewellery and fine
sculpture brand from scratch. His works have been
displayed at shows and acquired by refined
patrons including royal families of the Middle East
and Europe.

Director Brand Acquisition - Helen Siwak
Helen has been consulting and garnering brand
awareness  for clients in the luxury niche for a decade.
As a publisher of multiple titles, she has worked with
Hermes, Stefano Ricci, Armani, Versace, Prada, and
Maison Birks. With a focus on digital publishing, her
titles including Folio.YVR Luxury Lifestyle magazine,
EcoLuxLifestyle.co, and is West Coast Editor for
Retail-Insider magazine. She has an extensive
professional network, accrued from 30-years of
connecting and business building with high-wealth
individuals, heritage luxury brands, and emerging
creatives.

IoT Advisor - Alloysius Lloyd
AJ is a connector for the UHNW individuals
seeking fine art world wide. His current focus
is providing AI/IoT/blockchain solutions as a
part of Kiji Ventures for the luxury industry.
He is co-founder upcoming int'l fashion
brand Maison Kebe with his business
partner, fashion model Cheikh Kebe.

 Horology Advisor - Ryan Fowler

Ryan is a luxury watch expert with experience in a
sales, marketing, and consulting. He was
instrumental to flagship expansion of Tiffany & Co.
in Vancouver and helped to open the first Jaeger
Le-Coultre boutique in the same city. He has a
diploma from the Gemological Institute of America
(GIA) and is the President and Founder of the
Vancouver chapter of RedBar group -  the world's
largest watch enthusiast and collector community.
 



THE PROBLEM & OUR SOLUTION
There is no true luxury omnichannel platform online 
Existing offerings include Net-a-Porter/ Mr Porter, Farfetch, and
SSense - all of these are wholesalers

Dea Fortuna offers exclusive and direct connections to luxury
products and services

Dea Fortuna will be the first luxury omni-channel platform
offering real life and immersive experiences through AI, AR/VR,
and IoT

Dea Fortuna will launch in stages starting with ultra-luxury
shopping platform followed by streaming video on demand
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VENDOR #1
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FB Aura LLC Monaco
FB Aura was founded by Fabrice Bonnard and
his partners in the Principality of Monaco with
unique registrations permitting the design,
development and manufacture of ultra-high
quality watches and time pieces that can be
marketed to reflect their Monaco heritage.
 
Sector: Luxury Timepieces
 
Products: 3 Unique Pieces beginning at $2M
 
3-Tier Qualifer: Product + AR/VR + In person
excursion to Italy for finalizing of product,
Monaco Grand Prix, and mega-yacht access.



VENDOR #2
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Tommaso Melani
/ Stefano Bemer
/ Sartoria Vestrucci 

As CEO of Stefano Bemer and Sartoria
Vestrucci, Melani brings to Dea Fortuna the
best of men's bespoke with these two luxury
brands with the highest respect and
impeccable history.
 
Sector: Fashion & Accessories
 
Products: Footwear / Suiting / Accessories
 
3-Tier Qualifer: Product + AR/VR + In person
excursion to Italy for finalizing of product



VENDOR #3
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Garrison Bespoke
Based out of Toronto, Canada's fashion
capital, Garrison continues to innovate by
incorporating bulletproof fabrics and
precious gems into their creations. The suits
are favoured by celebrities such as rap
superstar Drake and featured on TV legal
drama 'Suits.'
 
Sector: Fashion
 
Product: Diamond embellished suits starting
at $500,000 USD +
 
3-Tier Qualifer: Product + AR/VR + In person
excursion to Toronto for finalizing of product



VENDOR #4
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Volund Jewelry
Created by designer Nick Koss, Volund has a
lengthy pedigree of crafting bespoke
masterpieces for luxury brands, the ultra-
wealthy, and royalty of the world.
 
Sector: Jewelry & Accessories
 
Products: One-of-a-kind bespoke pieces
beginning at $500,000 USD +
 
3-Tier Qualifer: Product + AR/VR + In person
excursion to a secret location for a once-in-a-
lifetime adventure.



VENDOR #5
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David Christopher

Ultra-luxury mansion designer to Canada's
west coast elite, Christopher has launched a
luxury poolside bed, aptly named SEArenity.
Customization would involve collaborating with
Volund to incorporate precious metals and
gemstones.
 
The Sovereign Lady features a minibar, a
rotating base so guests can adjust their bed as
the sun moves across the sky, a retractable
fabric canopy and a misting system fed by
melting ice from the minibar.
 
Sector: Furniture
 
Product: Customizable poolside bed beginning
at $150,000 USD +
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REVENUE MODEL

Year 1 - First 10 Vendors - Curated and Complimentary Membership
Next 15 Vendors - Initiation Fee of $3,000 USD + $5,000 USD per year
All Vendors Over and Above Initial 25 - Initiation Fee of $5,000 USD + $10,000 USD per year

SUBSCRIBERS
Monthly Subscription $12.99 USD + Online Shopping 
 
VENDORS
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REVENUE PROJECTION
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COMPETITOR ANALYSIS
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CURRENT OFFER

LEGAL FEES - 15,000 USD
TECH CONTAINER BUILD (AR/VR) - 25,000 USD
LICENSING FEES - 48,000 USD
PLATFORM BUILD - 150,000 USD 
IOS/ANDROID - 65,000 USD
OPERATION - 47,000 USD

MILESTONE I: 
350,000 USD AT 50 PERCENT DISCOUNTED RATE 
 
USE OF PROCEEDINGS 



THIS  CERTIF ICATE  IS  AWARDED  TO

THANK YOU 
FOR YOUR TIME

 


